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概要

木の近似照合は広い適用領域をもち、半構造化文書や RNA2 次構造の類似性判定、XML のスキーマ発

見・統合、プログラムの差分検出をはじめとする様々な分野で、独立に多様なアルゴリズムが提案されている。
木の近似照合アルゴリズムの多くは、編集距離による操作的な記述により特徴づけられてきたが、独立して提案
されてきたこれらの様々なアルゴリズムの関連性については、ほとんど研究されていない。本論文では、編集距
離に基づく既存の様々な木の近似照合を統一的に記述するための数学的モデルを提案する。文字列においては、
アラインメントと編集距離が、その計算において等価であるが、これを木に拡張した場合、両者が等価ではな
くなることが知られている。 本提案モデルを用いて、木のアラインメントと等価な編集距離のクラスを同定す
る。すなわち、従来、別々のアルゴリズムであると考えられていた木のアラインメントと less-constrainded 編
集距離が等価であることを示す。
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Abstract The notion of tree edit distance provides a unifying framework for measuring distance and ﬁnding
approximate common patterns between two trees. In prior work, the edit distance measures have been not
well-formalized. So the essentially equivalent distance measures have been independently proposed as the
measures diﬀerent from each other. In this paper, we present a theoretical framework for tree edit distance.
By using our framework, we establish the relationship between alignment of trees, and a tree edit distance
measure called less-constrained edit distance.

1. Introduction
Trees, a mathematical abstraction, play a signiﬁcant
role in the eﬃcient organization of information. In particular, the problem of comparing tree structures emerges
across a wide range of applications in computational biology [8], image analysis [10], pattern recognition [1], natural language processing, information extraction [7] from
Web pages, and many others.
A tree edit distance method provides a general framework in comparing trees, measuring similarities, ﬁnding
common tree patterns, and merging trees.
Zhang and Shasha [14] ﬁrst gave an eﬃcient algorithm

for a tree edit distance measure as a natural generalization of string edit distance [11]. These early works show
that the study of tree edit distance has a long history. But
this study did not have a ﬁrm theoretical foundation.
Many algorithms for calculating tree edit distance are
described and characterized by tree edit operations. A
lot of those algorithms have been proposed independently
in various ﬁelds, and the lack of a unifying framework
has lead to confusion. That is, the relationship between
various algorithms for tree edit distance has hardly been
studied, and essentially equivalent distance measures have
been independently proposed. The equivalence has remained unnoticed in prior work. So a unifying framework
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Figure 2 An e-mapping: relabeling the node labeled h with d,
deleting the node labeled g, and inserting the node
labeled b.
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Figure 1 Three elementary edit operations:(1)Relabeling of
the node label a to b. (2) Inserting the node label
b. (3) Deleting the node label b.

for tree edit distance is needed to describe the semantics
of tree edit distance measures.
In this paper, we propose a new mathematical model
as a unifying framework for describing tree edit distance
measures. This model gives not only operational semantics but also declarative semantics on tree edit distance.
As direct results of our model, we point out a misstated
statement on tree edit distance in prior work, which have
been considered to be true for a few years. Moreover,
we elucidate the relationship among existing measures of
tree edit distance, which has not been clariﬁed for many
years.

following three operations:
• relabeling of the label of a node x in T with the
label of a new node y in T ; denoted by α(x) → α(y),
• insertion of a new node x into T as a child of a node
y in T , moving a consecutive subsequence of y’s children
(and their descendants) right under the new node x; note
that this operation is the reverse of deletion; denoted by
λ → α(x), and
• deletion of a non-root node x from T , moving all
children of x right under the parent of x; denoted by
α(x) → λ.
Figure 1 illustrates the edit operations. These operations are used to transform a tree T to another tree U .
Let S be a sequence of edit operations to transform T to
U . Let γ be a cost function of edit operations. γ is deﬁned
to be a distance metric as follows: for a, b, c ∈ Σ ∪ {λ},
(i) γ(a → b) >
= 0; (ii) γ(a → b) = γ(b → a); and (iii)
<
γ(a → c) = γ(a → b) + γ(b → c). The cost function γ for edit operations is generalized for sequences
S = {s1 , . . . , sk } (k >
= 0) of edit operations by letting
k
γ(S) = Σi=1 γ(si ).
The edit distance δ between two trees T and U is deﬁned [9] as
δ(T, U ) = min{γ(S)}.
S

2. Tree Edit Distance
In this section, we review the tree edit distace. Trees we
consider in this paper are labeled rooted trees, in which
each node has a label.
2. 1 Operational Deﬁnition
The tree edit distance between two trees is deﬁned as
the minimum cost of elementary edit operations to transform one tree into the other. In transforming one tree
to the other, some elementary edit operations are introduced [9], [14].
Let α be a labeling function which assigns a label from
a set Σ = {a, b, c, . . .} to each node. Let λ denote the
unique null symbol not in Σ.
Deﬁnition 1. An edit operation on a tree T is any of the

2. 2 Edit Mappings
The eﬀect of a sequence of edit operations is reduced to
a structure called edit mapping [9], which is comparable to
trace [11] in string edit distance. An edit mapping depicts
node-to-node correspondences between two trees according to the structural similarity, or shows how nodes in
one tree are preserved after transformed to the other(See
Fig. 2).
Deﬁnition 2. An edit mapping from a tree T to a tree
U is a set M ⊂
=V (T ) × V (U ) such that, for all (x1 , x2 ),
(y1 , y2 ) ∈ M ,
（ 1 ） x1 = y1 if and only if x2 = y2 ,
（ 2 ） x1 is an ancestor of y1 if and only if x2 is an
ancestor of y2 .
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The deﬁnition of the e-mapping in [5] is not correct
since it excludes the case x1 ‘ y1 = x1 ‘ z1 = y1 ‘ z1 and
x2 ‘ y2 = x2 ‘ z2 > y2 ‘ z2 . We rectify this e-mapping
deﬁnition in Section 4. 1.
3. 3 Alignment of Trees
The alignment of trees was introduced by Jiang et al. [4]
as a natural extension of alignment of strings. An efﬁcient algorithm for similar trees were proposed for ordered trees [3], and unordered trees [2]. The deﬁnition of
the alignment has been given in an operational way as
follows.
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Figure 3 Examples of e-mappings: each white region illustrates how the tree image is mapped by each mapping Mi (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}).

For simplicity, we refer to the edit mapping as the emapping.

3. Distance Measures between Trees
In this section, we give a cursory review of related
work, which includes four distance measures between
trees. Moreover, we point out a deﬁnition not well-stated
in the prior work.
We denote by x ‘ y the least common ancestor (or the
nearest common ancestor) of two nodes x and y. An ancestor of a node is either the node itself, or an ancestor
of the parent of the node.
3. 1 Standard Edit Distance
The edit distance deﬁned by the e-mapping in Deﬁnition 2 is the most general form of e-mapping. We refer
this distance measure deﬁned by the e-mapping as the
standard edit distance, and call this e-mapping the standard e-mapping.
For ordred trees, a polynomial-time algorithm was
given by Zhang and Shasha [14]. As for unordred trees,
this problem is known to be NP-complete [15] (in fact
MAX-SNP hard [13]), even for binary trees having a label alphabet of size two.
3. 2 Less Constrained Edit Distance
The less-constrained mapping was introduced by Lu. et
al. [5] to relax the condition of the constrained e-mapping
introduced by Zhang [12]. In Fig. 3, both M1 and M2 are
the less-constrained e-mappings whereas M1 is the only
constarined e-mapping.

Deﬁnition 4 (Jiang et al. 1995 [4]). Let T and U be two
trees. An alignment of T and U is obtained by ﬁrst inserting nodes labeled with λ into T and U such that the
two resulting trees T 0 and U 0 have the same structure,
i.e., they are identical if the labels are ignored, and then
overlaying T 0 on U 0 .
An example of alignment is shown in Fig. 4. As for
alignment of trees, there has been no deﬁnition by an
e-mapping condition.
For ordred trees, a polynomial-time algorithm was introduced by Jiang et al. [4]. As for the unordred trees,
this problem is known to be MAX-SNP hard [4].

4. Formalization of Tree Edit Distance
4. 1 Less Constrained E-Mapping Corrected
As mentioned in Section 3. 2, The deﬁnition given by
Lu et al. [5] is incorrect. Thus, the deﬁnition should be
corrected as follows.

Deﬁnition 3 (Lu et al. 2001 [5]). An e-mapping M is
less-constrained if the following conditions hold: for all
(x1 , x2 ), (y1 , y2 ), (z1 , z2 ) ∈ M such that none of x1 , y1 ,
and z1 is an ancestor of the others, x1 ‘ y1 = x1 ‘ z1
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Figure 4 An alignment of trees between T and U

We have focused on two edit distance measures, the alignment of trees and the less-constrained edit distance which
have been independently proposed, but the relationship
between them has remained unnoticed in prior work. By
using our formulation, we have redeﬁned the semantics of
these measures. We then rectiﬁed a misstatement in prior
work, and established the relationship between these two
measures. That is, we have showed that the alignment of
trees is essentially equivalent to the less-constrained edit
distance.

Mathematical Model of Tree Edit Distance

Homomorphism
Isomorphism
Embedding

Degeneration
Duality

Insertion

Deletion
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References
Figure 5 The architecture of our model

Deﬁnition 5. A standard e-mapping M is lessconstrained if the following conditions hold:
（ 1 ） for all (x1 , x2 ), (y1 , y2 ), (z1 , z2 ) ∈ M if x1 ‘ y1 <
x1 ‘ z1 , then y2 ‘ z2 = x2 ‘ z2 ,
（ 2 ） for all (x1 , x2 ), (y1 , y2 ), (z1 , z2 ) ∈ M , if x2 ‘ y2 <
x2 ‘ z2 , then y1 ‘ z1 = x1 ‘ z1 .
4. 2 Main Result
In our formalization, we ﬁrst introduce a very general mapping between trees, and call it a homomorphism.
Starting with the notion of homomorphism, we tighten
the mapping gradually to ﬁt in existing edit operations.
Figure 5 shows the architecture of our model.
Through our theoretical model for tree edit distance,
we prove an important theorem.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1. The edit mapping of the alignment of trees
is equivalent to that of the less-constrained edit distance.
This theorem has the following signiﬁcance:
• We have given the e-mapping condition for alignment of tree, which has been unknown in prior work. This
implies that we obtain a declarative deﬁnition for alignment of trees.
• We have shown an e-mapping condition which implies that ﬁnding the common subtree pattern between
two trees is equivalent to ﬁnding the common supertree
pattern between two trees in terms of minor containment [6].
• Both tree edit distance and alignment of trees have
been introduced as natural generalizations of those for
strings. Although these two measures are the same originally in strings, these are not the same in trees. We have
shown the conﬂuent point between tree edit distance and
alignment of trees.
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In this paper, we have introduced a new theoretical formulation as a unifying framework, which allows us to describe distinct semantics for tree edit distance measures.
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